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PREPARATION & MOUNTING
        Position the heater and determine clearance and mounting surfaces are adequate. Identify the engine coolant source and return
connections, and plan routing of the (2) heater hoses such that they will not be damaged by sharp edges or abrasion. Mark locations to
drill for the fasteners using the mounting locations of the heater. Mount the heater.

 
 

COOLANT CONNECTIONS
        The vehicle cooling system should be cool and drained, prior to heater installation. 9˝ heaters have no bias in hose connection. 16˝ heaters
have one tube marked  ‘inlet’, this tube must be connected to the coolant source and not the return. Connecting the heater inlet to the return
line will reduce heat output as much as 25%. Plan routing of the wiring and 5/8˝ heater hoses so they will not be damaged by sharp edges or
abrasion. After the vehicle has come to operating temperature the first time with heater installed and hand valve open, the cooling system will
need to be ‘topped up’ as air trapped during the installation will have escaped. 

 

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIONS
        The heater electrical circuit must be fused for safety, with the fuse placed as near the vehicle electrical connection as possible. The
recommended fuse is 15 amp. These heaters have a separate ground (-) wire that must be utilized to complete the electrical circuit. 16 gage
is the correct wire for all connections. A 5΄ harness is provided to connect the switch to the heater.  

 
 

AUTOMOTIVE HEATER INSTALLATION GUIDE FOR 9˝ & 16˝ HEATERS

70601 (9˝ Heater 2 - 3˝ Outlets)
70600 (9˝ Heater Grill Face)

70602 (16˝ Heater 3 - 3˝ Outlets)
70606 (Heater Duct Kit) 

LOUVER INSTALLATION (for optional 70606 Heater Duct Kit)
 a. Determine louver bracket locations. Use louver bracket as a template.
 b. Route vent hose from heater to louver area. Cut lengths to allow some slack.
 c. Install louver brackets by drilling pilot holes using drill bits. Secure with screws.
 d. Secure hose adaptor to bracket with screws. 
 e. Attach supplied “U” clips to back side of louver.
 f. Attach vent hose to louvers with tie wraps.
 g. Attach vent hose to heater with tie wraps.
 h. Tie wrap slack without collapsing hose.


